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Confined Spaces

Confined spaces are deadly, nobody has to be convinced about it.  However
not everybody knows hot to recognize them.  There are different definitions
of confined spaces in different jurisdictions.  Personally I like definition
established by OSSA (Oil Sands Safety Association).

There are two requirements to check if area is a confined space.

Frist it has to be Restricted Space:

Fully or partially enclosed space
Not intended or designed for continuous human occupancy
Must have restricted, limited or impeded means or entry or exit

If all three are met, than following three conditions must be met.  Then we
ask if at least one following conditions is met:

Does the space contains hazardous atmospheres?
Are there conditions in the space that present a potential for injury or
illness?
Is there an activity being conducted inside or outside the space which
may affect the health and safety of workers inside of the space?

If answer to all first three is Yes, and at least one of the following three
questions, than it is a confined space.  If not all three are met in the first
category, or none in the second, it is not a confined space.

Do not get confused, it does not have to be a confined space to be a very
hazardous work area.  The best protection from harms way is always a very
good hazard assessment, it safes lives and prevents getting hurt.

OSCTS offers a range of courses regarding confined space safety, always
check what type of the training is required by your employer.  You can find
more information about courses at https://www.oscts.ca/product-
category/confined-spaces/

More Information

If you are interested in more information, or would like to discuss how

https://www.oscts.ca/product-category/confined-spaces/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=confined_spaces&utm_term=2019-03-12


OSCTS can be of assistance to your organization regarding classroom or on-
line training, call 780-983-0155, or send email to cezary.giluk@oscts.ca

Pipelines Training Support

Two most popular courses:

PCST (Pipeline Construction Safety Training) -
required from all workers and supporting
trades involved with pipelines construction
https://www.oscts.ca/product/pcst_online-
pipeline-construction-safety-training-pcst/

Ground Disturbance Level 2 https://www.oscts.ca/product-
category/pipelines-training/

Full range of courses for pipeline companies managers and supervisors
https://www.oscts.ca/product-category/management-construction-industry/,
 and workers https://www.oscts.ca/product-category/pipelines-training/ 

OSCTS advantage – we supply PCST PINs within 15 minutes from
time of order.  When ordering from other suppliers usually you need to
wait 2 working days

OSCTS supplies PCST PINs during and after hours, and over the
weekends

Classroom Training

Classroom training can be provided at the training facility at Edmonton
South, or at your location at BC, AB, or SK

To learn more click on the link below

Edmonton Training
Oil Fields Training

On-Line training - over 650 courses available

E-Learning

To inquire, call 780-983-0155 or send email to cezary.giluk@oscts.ca
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